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Going to work, doing errands, or even going on a road trip is very comfortable indeed on paved
asphalt roads. However, the further you go away from the city, you will encounter more roads that
are rough or are not paved at all. To safely navigate these rougher surfaces, a vehicle with four-
wheel drive is recommended.

Of course, a two-wheel drive vehicle can drive through some of these roads, but nothing beats the
power that a four-wheel drive has at its disposal. These vehicles use available engine resources
through the four wheels, which results in increased traction and power. This also increases comfort
because the engine won't have to strain as hard to navigate through challenging road conditions.
Here are some further benefits of using a four-wheel drive vehicle.

The biggest benefit of using a vehicle with four-wheel drive is the significantly increased traction. As
mentioned above, this ensures safe and confident driving even in challenging road conditions. Your
vehicle will definitely have an easier time traveling through mud, snow, and slippery surfaces. This is
partly the reason for the popularity of sport utility vehicles with four-wheel drive, as they can go
where normal cars cannot.

Another advantage of these vehicles as explained by Calgary Subaru dealers is that they have
much better performance than two-wheel drive cars. Due to increased traction, four-wheel drive
vehicles accelerate faster than normal cars. Many sports cars, in fact, use four-wheel drive to
enhance speed and traction. Handling is also increased, so tighter turns can be negotiated safely at
faster speeds. On wet and dry surfaces, having a four-wheel drive vehicle gives great performance
benefits.

The car dealers Edmonton has also recommend four-wheel drive vehicles because of their better
weight distribution. This results in improved handling and less stress on a car's frame because of
the even weight. If you commonly load a lot of things into your vehicle, you will find that the more
balanced weight distribution of four-wheel drive vehicles make loading things easier because the
front and rear of the vehicle will not be too heavy.

Car dealers in Edmonton would suggest that you try four-wheel drive vehicles because of their great
benefits. Despite disadvantages such as increased fuel consumption, the safety and performance
bonuses make it a great addition to your vehicle. Plus, you can confidently take your car anywhere
knowing that it can handle rugged conditions with ease.
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